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Pro�ile

Currently a senior in the College of Architecture at the University of Arizona, with skills in designing both residential and civic scale 
projects. While being pro�icient in the digital realm of design, I also have developed a set of re�ined hand-rendering skills.  Demon-
strated results in art, architecture and graphic design at an international, competitive level.  Presently a Staff Writer for 
Mediasnobs.com, writing as a music, literary and �ilm critic.

Professional Experience

Mount Lykaion Excavation and Survey                                           June 2013 – Present
Intern, Research Student – Architectural Team

Involved with the architectural team, involved with �ield work recording, registering, and compiling archaeological information 
on site for the Mt. Lykaion Excavation project, located near Ano Karyes, Greece. Building skills drawing with structures in situ, as 
well as cataloging and compiling graphic information in a laboratory setting at the University of Arizona.

Published Author                                April 2013 – July 2013
The Metric Literary Collective

Author of �iction published by The Metric literary collective. This particular piece was the �irst ever serialized by the 
magazine, and appeared in three consecutive issues, 03, 04, and 05, over the course of several months. The piece can be 
found at [http://www.themetric.co.uk/author-reveal-no-05/]

Mediasnobs.com                          April 2013 - Present
Staff Writer, Critic

Worked and wrote as a primary music, literary, and �ilm critic for Mediasnobs.com—host to weekly column of media reviews and 
analytical writing on a wide variety of current subjects. 

Design Build Collaborative [DBC]                                                                                                                     Tucson, Arizona Summer 2012 
Field Worker

Worked with the build team to correct a series of �looded areas around the San Cayetano Residence, by adjusting the slope and 
re-grading the surrounding landscape to provide a system of drainage outlets to clear the immediate area of problem �looding.  

Arizona in Italy, Orvieto                                         Orvieto, Italy   June 2012 – July 2012
Architecture Student, University of Arizona                                                                                                            

Selected to study history and architectural theory in 13 cities throughout Italy, yielding a portfolio of 25 �ield drawings, as well as 
completing the design for a concept house located just outside of Rome—which was subsequently published by the ICARCH collec-
tive.

Education

 B.Sc. University of Arizona, Architecture [2009-2014]

Professional Af�iliations and Skills

National Society of Collegiate Scholars (NSCS) – Member
Arizona Excellence Scholarship – Recipient 
International Competitions in Architecture [ICARCH] – Published Architect
Pro�icient in Microsoft Of�ice (Mac & PC)
Pro�icient in Rhinoceros, Adobe Indesign, Illustrator, Photoshop

References Available Upon Request



01 HEISENBERGTURM
ARC_497, SPRING 2012

The Einstein Tower, designed by Mendelsohn, Neutra, and 
Wright in 1919 served as a precedent for this project.  The Ein-
stein Tower is a solar observatory located in Potsdam, Germany 
and is recognized as one of the few landmarks of the Expres-
sionist architectural style.  Two key features of most solar obser-
vatories are the use of a reflective, white exterior and a predomi-
nantly vertical orientation.  Solar light is collected in equipment at 
the top, redirected, and focused down the height of the tower, 
being redirected again and split into its components for study in 
the basement.  

This design of The Heisenberg Tower began as a sister obser-
vatory to the Einstein Tower--and evloved into a place of refuge 
and study for Heisenburg himself. The Tower is sited on an small 
island off the northern coast of Germany, called Heligoland.  
Werner Heisenberg, one of the most respected physicists in the 
development of particle physics, quantum theory, and known for 
penning the Uncertainty Principle was known to take weekend 
vacations to the island.  During one such visit, he would redefine 
our mathematical understanding of phenomena at the atomic 
level, introducing the idea of Uncertainty.  

The Heisenberg Tower located on the northern end of Helgo-
land, just over the edge of the cliff face.  A pathway marked by 
large stone pillars breaks up the view out to the ocean and gives 
the impression of descending into the cliffside.  An elevator pro-
vides access to the main floor below--a large, open space filled 
with natural light, provided by a series of windows that trace the 
entire northern and western boundaries.  A circular void in the 
floor marks the presence of the basement level, which houses 
the necessary equipment for the observatory.  On the main level, 
a walkway provides Heisenberg with an exit--tracing along the 
cliff and down to the southeast, where a hill spills over onto the 
beach. This walk eventually leads to a town at the southern end 
of the island.  He, along with Einstein and Niels Bohr became 
famous for taking long walks to talk out problems they had 
encountered, or simply to clear their heads.  



PRECEDENT:
EINSTEINTURM,  1919



HEISENBERGTURM
HELIGOLAND, GERMANY

“AT FIRST, I WAS DEEPLY ALARMED.  I HAD THE FEELING THAT, THROUGH THE SURFACE 
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OF ATOMIC PHENOMENA, I WAS LOOKING AT A STRANGELY BEAUTIFUL INTERIOR.” -WH 

SECTION 1



02 WAITING ROOM
ARC_302, FALL 2011
Sited in King’s Canyon, a frequently hiked trail and riverbed in 
the desert far west of Tucson, the Waiting Room was described 
as an ‘Architectural Installation--’  a challange in which one natu-
ral phenomenon was selected as a catalyst for design.  The 
phenomenon showcased in this project is Time, in the form of 
deterioration.  

The project is set on a cliffside over the riverbed.  Flutes cut into 
the stone provide channels for wooden struts that support the 
deck, which is lofted twelve inches above the terrain so as to 
minimize harm to the vegetation present.  Connections are all 
fabricated wooden joinery, rendering the project entirely degrad-
able.  A wide section of the cliff face is very nearly circular.  In 
planning, the project describes a central point across the river-
bed and imposes a circular geometry as the primary ordering 
principle.

Initially, the entire deck would be inhabitable as a vantage point 
over the canyon, as well as provide shade to the travelled river-
bed below. Over time, the unprotected wood would decay and 
become unsafe to inhabit, though it would still partially shade the 
area beneath and provide a comfortable refuge for hikers pass-
ing through.  Eventually, the entire deck would decompose, leav-
ing behind only the channels hewn atop the cliff as a statement 
that it was ever there.
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03 FIELD SKETCHBOOK
ARC_497b, SUMMER 2012

This project was completed for a foreign study studio in Orvieto, 
Italy.  During the studio’s travels, each student kept a sketch-
book to develop as a study aid with the development of the 
House project [following].  Depicted are a brief selection of 
pages from the sketchbook. Totalling twenty-five individual stud-
ies, the sketchbook was completed largely on location detailing 
analytical, pictoral, and diagrammatic research of various classi-
cal subjects.  

These particular selections feature drawings of sculptural and 
formal details ranging from the Vatican to the Palazzo del Te, 
containing analytical studies of the Belvedere Torso, ruins at 
Hadrian’s Villa, and the Venus Kallypgie among the rest. The 
Field Sketchbook was completed as a companion to the House 
for the Druid project. 



The Belvedere Torse, Vatican City



Hadrian’s Villa, Piscinam



Bust of Jupiter, Vatican City



Rape of the Sabine Women, Florence



The Nile, Fontana dei Quattro Fiumi



Venus Kallypgie, Naples



Palazzo del Te, Giulio Romano



04 HOUSE for the DRUID
ARC_497b, SUMMER 2012



HOUSE for the DRUID
ARC_497b, SUMMER 2012

This project was completed alongside the Field Sketchbook.  As 
a prompt, each student selected an etching by Giovanni Battista 
Piranesi as the 'site' for an architectural intervention, as well as a 
House prompt from the collections of the International Competi-
tions in Architecture group [ICARCH]. The House for the Druid is 
sited underneath the remains of the Aqueduct of Nero, just out-
side of Rome. The etching by Piranesi titled 'Avanzi 
degl'Acquedotti Nerioniani' supplies the site and context. 

The House for the Druid is a space for secular meditation. In 
order to achieve this goal, the House imposes upon the ruins of 
the aqueduct. This imposition creates a dialogue between the 
existing site and the austere nature of the intervention. The 
aqueduct supplies a certain geometry by which to derive the 
ordering system in the form of the negative space. 

In keeping with creating a space for secular thought, the House 
for the Druid includes two major spaces: the fire pit and the light 
well. Each individual space was further divided into a grid of 
panels, using the particular dimensions of the stone masonry 
units used in the aqueduct as a rule of thumb.  On the left is a 
travertine structure tethered to the ground. Varying apertures 
allow trace light to infiltrate the heavy mass, creating a looming 
space the deals in shadow. A fire pit is situated at the bottom of 
the open-roofed room. On the right is a room of glass and ala-
baster hung by steel structure from the top of the ruin. A section 
of the aqueduct has been repaired and fitted with a cistern so 
that collected water can filter into the space. The lower alabaster 
panels provide privacy, though the transparent nature of the 
room allows for an overall lightness. The House for the Druid 
aims to formalize a semblance of austerity, as well as the impo-
sition of the unnatural onto the natural.

The House for the Druid was published under the competition 
titled “15 Houses” by the ICARCH collective in fall, 2012.  



05 CLC COMPLEX
ARC_402, FALL 2012

The University Collaborative Learning Center is sited in an 
open lot directly south of the University of Arizona’s Tucson 
campus College of Architecture.  The parking lot serves as a 
frequently populated pathway in crossing from northwestern 
campus to southeastern, and so the project allows two axes of 
padestrian circulation through the site to facilitate those just 
moving through.  

The first design question encountered by the CLC was how to 
organize such a large civic scale project--on which called for a 
lecture hall, two art galleries, a library, and assorted study / office 
space--a new academic nexus.  The CLC was formalized 
through in depth precedent studies, regarding Giuseppe Ter-
ragni, which provided a firm basis in geometrical ordering sys-
tems. 

The beauty of using the tomb or monument typology as as Ter-
ragni did--a sandbox for thought lies in the distinct lack of a 
public program.  In studying subjects like the Sarfatti Tomb and 
the Mambretti Tomb, the CLC project gained a window into some 
of rationalism’s most raw experimentations with geometry and 
architectural order.  

The plans for the CLC grew in complexity by means of the rela-
tionship between geometry and program.  

A slate skin system inspired by the Vitrum storefront wraps 
around the ground floor auditorium space and art galleries-
-signifying interior areas that do not want natural light.  Moving 
up the building exterior vertically each individual study space 
marks a square aperture, while the library sports full open bay 
windows.  The most important ordering feature is the course of 
central structural columns.  Such a motif has become a com-
monplace identifying feature of classical civic projects, tracing its 
roots from the Basilica, or Temple of Hera at Paestum through 
the Bibliotheque St. Genevieve.  The University CLC exemplifies 
the union of precedent, geometrical relationships, and practical 
demands on a modern space.
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EAST ELEVATION

WEST ELEVATION
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